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SUMMARY
A model for prediction of breeding values for number of liveborn piglets used
in the Danish pig breeding programme is shown. Preliminary results from an
analysis using the model are presented and results from a computer simulation
study are briefly discussed. The design of a large scale experiment for litter
size is described.
INTRODUCTION
There have been recently encouraging reports concerning the possibilities of
improving litter size by selection (Le Roy et al., 1987). Also, Avalos and
Smith (1987) have shown that expected annual responses of up to 0.50 pigs per
litter can be achieved by incorporating enough family informaton in the
computation of breeding values. With these results as a background and
acknowledging the economic importance of litter size in pig production, the
National Institute of Animal Science made available to the Danish pig breeding
program predicted genetic values for number of liveborn piglets of breeding
animals. The trait is not yet part of the breeding goal, though. This paper
briefly shows the methods and models used to compute predicted breeding values,
presents some preliminary results both from an analysis performed in the
Yorkshire breed and from computer simulation and describes the design of a
large scale selection experiment for increased number of liveborn piglets which
was started in 1989.
METHODS AND MODEL
Predicted breeding values for liveborn piglets were computed using a univariate
repeatability reduced animal model with groups. The idea of groups was
introduced in the context of a sire model by Thompson (1979) and extended to an
individual animal model by Robinson (1986), Westell and Van Vleck (1987) and
Quaas (1988). The inclusion of groups in a reduced animal model requires small
modifications which are sketched out here. In the present case, groups are
introduced in the model to allow for the fact that imported animals are samples
from populations whose means may differ.
The repeatability reduced animal model is:
y = Xb + Gg +

a £ + Mm + Wp + e

(1)

where y is the vector of observations, b and g are vectors of fixed effects and
fixed group effects, and a£ , m, p and e are random vectors of parental breeding
values, Mendelian deviations, permanent environmental effects and residuals,
respectively. X, G, Z j , M, and W are design matrices. The random vectors are
assumed ^to be mutually uncorrelated with respective covariance matrices A^a^a,
Do a. Io p and Io^e, where A£ is the additive genetic relationship matrix among
parental breeding values, D is a diagonal matrix and I is the identity matrix,
era, o p and o^e are scalars. The vectors of non-parental additive values is
given by:
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(

a *o = To a *£ + (Qo - To Q f>e + nl

2)

In (2), a*£ = Qf g + a^, and TQ is the matrix relating nori-parental to parental
additive genetic values. If parental records precede non-parental records, then
letting Z' = (Zf Z0 )' and G' = (Gf G0 )', then Q' = (Qf Q0 )' in (2) is a matrix
that satisfies ZQ = G. When both parents of the non-parent individual are
known, then Q q - TQ Qf = 0.
Applying the transformation suggested by Quaas and Poliak (1981), and solving
the mixed model equations associated with (1), with m and p absorbed, leads to
direct solutions to a*f. The vector m is obtained using backsolving techniques,
and the i1" non-parental predicted breeding value, with parents s and d is
given by:
a*i = i (a*s (l-vs) + a*d (1 - vd ) + v s gn + vd |m )

(3)

where v g (v^) = 1 or 0 if sire (dam) of i is not known or known, respectively,
and gn (gm ) is the group of the unknown sire (dam).
The model which is used within breeds is:

Yijklno

Hi + Sj + Kk + 2'1X1^1 + aijkln + Pijkln + eijklno

where H^, Sj and
are fixed effects of herd x year x type of fertilisation,
season and parity number respectively,
is the fixed group contribution
(IjXj = 1) and a, p and e are breeding value effects, permanent environmental
effects and residuals, respectively. The heritability and repeatability for
number of liveborn piglets used as priors were 0.12 and 0.19, respectively.
These estimates were obtained from an analysis on a relevant subset of the data
using a REML estimator under an animal model similar to (A), with groups
excluded. The program was written and kindly made available by K. Meyer.
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF THE YORKSHIRE BREED
Model (A) was applied in the analysis of the Yorkshire breed. The data set
consisted of 36812 animals with records on 7801A litters contributed by 28885
sows. Estimates of effect of type of fertilisation (A.I. - natural service)
within herd years ranged from -1.06 to 0.77 with a mean of -0.52, indicating
that there are herds which are able to use A.I. without incurring in a smaller
litter size.
The effect of season of year is relatively small, with the second, third and
fourth quarters of the year showing a decrease relative to the first quarter of
0.15, 0.19 and 0.25 pigs -per litter.
The effect of parity number is shown in table 1. Litter size at birth increases
up to parity 6 and declines thereafter.
Estimates of differences between groups are shown in table
large differences in number of liveborn piglets within
among the countries of importation. The number of imported
(group 6) to 9 (group A) and the initial number of sows
mated to ranged from 27 to 725.

2. There are rather
the Yorkshire breed
sires ranged from 1
that each group was

Table 3 shows phenotypic means per year (corrected for parity number) and
average estimated breeding values for number of liveborn piglets. The estimates
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are based on several thousand observations. After an initial decline, the
phenotypic values stabilise at about 8.6 piglets per litter (parity one level).
The average breeding values per year do not show signs of genetic changes for
litter size in the Yorkshire breed, over the time period studied.
SIMULATION STUDY
The results of the analysis presented in the previous section are based on a
univariate procedure. The data analysed had been selected for an index
including daily gain, percent of meat and feed efficiency. Tf number of
liveborn piglets is correlated to the selection criterion, estimates of the
fixed effects and of breeding values can be biased. If Guu and G su denote
respectively the inverse of the variance of the vector of true breeding values
of the unselected trait, and the inverse of the covariance of breeding values
between the selected and unselected trait, C jj and C jq denote the inverse of
the mixed model equations corresponding to the random x random and random x
fixed blocks,
respectively, and au is the vector of breeding values of the
unselected trait, then it can be shown that the bias of the univariate
estimator
of
breeding
values of the unselected
trait
is equal to
~C] l^uu^l()GsuE(au ) * Evaluation of this expression which is derived under the
assumption that the traits are environmentally uncorrelated, shows that the
bias is negative. The animal model assigns a non-genetic component to the
observed phenotypic selection differential of the unselected trait, which is
exclusively genetic, according to the prior used. To study the magnitude of the
bias, the above expression can be evaluated numerically for a specific data
structure and combination of genetic parameters. Alternatively and probably
more informatively, an idea of the degree of the bias can be obtained using
computer simulation. The results of such an exercise, show than when the
genetic correlation of the selected and unselected trait is -0.1, their
respective heritabilities are 0.4 and 0.1, and 5 cycles of selection generate a
response of 3 additive standard deviations on the selected trait, then the true
response of the unselected trait is -0.21 units. The predicted response using
the univariate animal model is -0.15 and the empirical standard error of this
difference over 10 Montecarlo replicates,
is 0.09 units. Each replicate
consisted of 4840 animals. Clearly, the bias, while present, is difficult to
detect under the combination of parameters that seem relevant for litter size
and production traits, and thus the trends shown in table 3 can be regarded as
reasonably reliable, within the constraints of the model assumptions.
A SELECTION EXPERIMENT FOR NUMBER OF LIVEBORN PIGLETS
In 1989, a selection experiment was started in collaboration with Danish
Slaughterhouses. One female and one male piglet were taken from the 200 highest
ranking and 50 highest ranking matings, respectively, out of a total of about
6000 matings that took place over an 8 month period. These are all the
available matings in the breeding herds in Denmark for the Yorkshire breed. The
predicted breeding values were computed using model (1), with group effects
ommitted. The data set was created so that all available information on the
candidates and their relatives could contribute to the computation of breeding
values. The animals selected in this manner, together with 200 female and 50
male piglets selected at random, were transferred to a breeding farm after
weaning. Both set of lines are mated and the response to selection will be
evaluated on their first
litter female progeny.
The objective
of the
experiment, which will be completed in 1992, is to check whether selection on
the basis of the described model for number of liveborn piglets leads to the
desired response, and to generate data that can be used to compute genetic
parameters with satisfactory efficiency.
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Table 1 Differences in number of liveborn piglets between parity 1 and other
parities. There are 3)011 first parity litters; the number of litters
in parities 2 to 11 are shown below.
1-2
-0.65
20859

1-3
-1.41
11941

1-4
-1.66
6702

1-5
-1.71
3747

1-7
-1.55
996

1-6
-1.77
2051

1-8
-1.23
451

1-9
-1.23
177

1-10
-1 .14
62

1-11
-0.45
17

Table 2 Estimates of differences in number of liveborn piglets between group
effects (deviations from group 1).
1-2

1-3

1-4

-1.08

2,03

-1.21

1-5______ 1-6

1-7

0,94

0,23

-1.48

Table 3 Average breeding value (BV) and phenotypic means (Y) corrected for
parity number (adjusted at level of parity one), per year, for number
of liveborn piglets, expressed as deviations from 1978. (The adjusted
and unadjusted phenotypic means for 1978 are 9.19 and 11.26 piglets,
respectively).

Y
BV
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1979
-0.32
-0.02

1980
-0.62
0.01

1981
-0.49
0.03

1982
-0.71
-0.04

1983
-0.73
-0.02

1984
-0.76
0.00

1985
-0.56
0.02

1986
-0.48'
0.07

1987
-0.69
-0.03

1988
-0.50
-0.06

1989
0.05

